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The psychological manipulation of people into performing actions or divulging confidential or personal 

identifiable information (PII) that may be used for fraudulent purposes – such as financial account 

information, card numbers, expiration dates, CVV2 codes, or one-time-passwords (OTP).

Source:  
1) PurpleSec, 2021 Cyber Security Statistics The Ultimate List Of Stats, Data & Trends, August 2021. https://purplesec.us/resources/cyber-security-statistics/
2) Federal Bureau of Investigation Internet Crime Compliant Center, Internet Crime Report 2020, https://www.ic3.gov/Media/PDF/AnnualReport/2020_IC3Report.pdf
3) BBC News, Google blocking 18m coronavirus scam emails every day, April 2020. https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52319093
4) Google, Google Transparency Report, 2020. https://transparencyreport.google.com/

Key Threat Vectors 
Common social engineering fraud attack methods include:

• Email phishing/spear-phishing – typically an email appearing to be from a trusted 
organization, such as a popular brand or bank, which asks the victim to click on a link or to 

reply with PII. Spear-phishing messages specifically target and address the victim; 
purportedly coming from a trusted entity, and containing personal information. 

• Phone-based phishing (vishing/voice phishing) – actors contact victims through phone 
calls requesting PII, card numbers, CVV2 codes, or OTP during the call.

• Text message phishing (smishing) – exploits SMS or text messages sent to victims that 
typically contain links to phishing webpages, email addresses or phone numbers that when 

clicked may automatically open a browser window, email message, or dial a number.

• Website phishing/Malicious Advertisements or “Malvertising” – leverages the greed 

factor where illegitimate advertisements, sometimes involving local celebrities or reputed 
individuals without consent, promise high investment returns simply to obtain PII or card 

data.

• SIM swap – a type of account takeover scam, when attacker contacts a mobile provider 

and tricks the telco's staff into changing a victim's phone number to an attacker-controlled 
SIM card. This allows the attacker to reset passwords and gain access to PII, email service, 

financial account information, or cryptocurrency trading systems.

Emerging Monetization Tactics
• Purchase cryptocurrency from a cryptocurrency exchange platform or using digital wallets

• Peer-to-Peer (P2P) money transfers (Visa Direct) or Account Funding Transaction (AFT) to a 
wallet which is then withdrawn or transferred out

• Top-up mobile network operators (MNOs) accounts or virtual cards

• Mobile Wallet Provisioning – malicious actors provision legitimate PANs to digital wallets on 
mobile devices

98%
of cyber-attacks rely on some 

form of social engineering1

$1.8B
2019-2020 FBI estimate of losses from 

business email compromise scams2

18M
coronavirus scam emails 

blocked by Google daily3

2M
phishing websites 

created in 20204

https://purplesec.us/resources/cyber-security-statistics/
https://www.ic3.gov/Media/PDF/AnnualReport/2020_IC3Report.pdf
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52319093
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Issuer – Application FraudBest Practices
• Educate cardholders and employees about phishing, smishing, and vishing campaigns and best practices. 

Consumer education and empowerment is extremely important to detect and prevent social engineering.

• Develop strong up-front identification and verification procedures. Ask less commonly-used questions or 
questions regarding other accounts the customer may have or transactions they may have made.

• Use third-party tools to assess the risk of consumer session data elements such as email, IP address, phone 

number and device fingerprint; monitor consumer session data elements to identify atypical access patterns.

• Consider limiting the number of PANs that can be provisioned to a single mobile device.

• Require multi factor authentication when provisioning a PAN to a mobile device and use secure OTP delivery 
methods such as dedicated OTP applications.

• Monitor high-risk account changes and logins, coupled with high-risk transaction or authentication activity. 

Monitor a cardholder’s online banking sign in activity to identify credential stuffing or abuse.

• Include additional information with transaction alerts and authentication messages that empower cardholders to 
detect illegal activity with their accounts (e.g., 3DS or remote banking OTPs can contain notice that the password 

will be used to perform a financial transaction or provisioning a card to a mobile device or digital wallet).

• When using 3DS, ensure that the merchant name matches in authentication with authorization to detect abnormal 
activity to make it easier for cardholders and issuers to recognize transactions. In case of a mismatch, risk 

evaluation of the transaction is recommended to prevent fraud. 

• Use SIM swap data during online transactions 

or authentication process provided by MNOs 
across many geographies1.

• Visa Direct P2P payments – sending and 

recipient issuers should consider implementing 
manual or automated transaction monitoring 

mechanisms or implement models to detect 
anomalous activity as part of its risk 

management program.

• Monitor call centers for spikes in calls from 
account holders regarding unauthorized 

changes to their accounts.

• Phishing is becoming more sophisticated and more targeted. Cybercriminals are demonstrating an improved 

overall level of operational security and proving to be highly aware of how to hide their identities and criminal 
activities from law enforcement or private sector companies2. 

• Cybercrime-as-a-Service (CaaS) facilitates phishing. Offerings on the Darkweb help criminals significantly improve 

overall technical complexity of their attacks without the need for advanced technical understanding. 

• Social engineering is evolving so rapidly that technology solutions, security policies, and operational procedures 
alone cannot protect victims – combinations of prevention measures should be used.

• SIM swapping is a new key trend in 2020, having caused significant losses2. This type of attack has potentially 

devastating consequences for its victims, by allowing criminals to bypass text message-based two-factor 
authentication measures gaining full control over their victims’ sensitive information.

Emerging Threat

Source:  1) AT&T , What You Need to Know About SIM Swap Scams https://about.att.com/pages/cyberaware/ni/blog/sim_swap
2) IOCTA 2020 report by EUROPOL https://www.europol.europa.eu/activities-services/main-reports/internet-organised-crime-threat-assessment-iocta-2020

https://about.att.com/pages/cyberaware/ni/blog/sim_swap
https://www.europol.europa.eu/activities-services/main-reports
https://www.europol.europa.eu/activities-services/main-reports/internet-organised-crime-threat-assessment-iocta-2020


Authentication

Visa Secure facilitates greater data exchange between merchants and issuers during the authentication of 
cardholders for e-commerce transactions. Visa Secure with EMV 3-D Secure enhances risk-based authentication 

models so that only the riskiest transactions are stepped up for additional cardholder verification. Visa Secure 
helps provide a better user experience for consumers while maintaining security across multiple payment 

channels, including mobile web, in-app, and digital wallet payments. 

See how it works Learn more 

Visa Consumer Authentication Service (VCAS) supports an issuer’s authentication strategy within their 3-D 

Secure program by providing real-time risk assessment against ecommerce fraud. Works behind the scenes 
evaluating each transaction based on data from Visa, the merchant and the issuer.

See how it works Learn more

Visa Trusted Listing* enables consumers to designate "trusted" digital merchants and skip subsequent 

consumer authentication requirements as defined in Europe's Second Payment Services Directive (PSD2).

*Visa product is currently only available in the European market.

Advanced Identity Score** aims to prevent fraud losses at the point of credit application through a two-digit 

FCRA-compliant network-agnostic ID fraud score. Advanced Identity Score combines Visa’s artificial intelligence 
with unique proprietary data to help issuers predict credit application fraud - including Identity Theft and 

Synthetic Identity. By leveraging proprietary, extensive data, including many data elements not captured by credit 
bureaus or alternative solutions in market, this solution helps distinguish low-risk and high-risk applications while 

reducing false positives.

**Visa product is currently only available in North America market.

Authorization 

Visa Advanced Authorization / Risk Score a comprehensive risk management tool that monitors and evaluates 
VisaNet authorizations in real-time, helping issuers to promptly identify and respond to emerging fraud patterns 

and trends. 

See how it works Learn more

Visa Risk Manager (VRM) provides issuers with a powerful online platform that manages rules in real-time to 

decline high risk purchases/wallet provisioning requests, flag abnormal purchases that require further 
investigation, and optimize approval rates at the time of purchase. Visa Risk Manager provides issuers with the 

ability to create, test, and publish rules within minutes - using data parameters delivered in authorization 
including the Visa Advanced Authorization.

See how it works Learn more
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1) Products may not yet be available in some markets and/or may require transactions to be processed on VisaNet. Please contact your 
Visa Risk Manager for assistance. 

https://usa.visa.com/supporting-info/watch-video-to-know-about-what-is-emv-3-d-secure.html
https://usa.visa.com/products/visa-secure.html
https://usa.visa.com/content/dam/VCOM/global/run-your-business/documents/visa-consumer-authentication-service-VCAS-infographic.pdf
https://www.cardinalcommerce.com/issuers
https://visaauthorizationoptimizationdemo.451.com/
https://usa.visa.com/run-your-business/visa-security/risk-solutions/authorization-optimization.html#2
https://visaauthorizationoptimizationdemo.451.com/
https://usa.visa.com/run-your-business/visa-security/risk-solutions/authorization-optimization.html#2


Authorization (continued)

Visa Transaction Controls (VTC) empower cardholders by giving them the ability to place their own rules and 
notifications on a payment card for different financial events which allows cardholders to track and manage all 

payment activity on enrolled accounts and pay wallet tokens. Independent alert and decline settings can be 
tailored to different transaction types (e.g. ATM, e-com, contactless, etc.) and merchant types (e.g. airfare, dining, 

electronics, etc.) or can be applied to all payment account activity.

See how it works Learn more 

Visa Dynamic Cardholder Verification Value 2 (dCVV2) – A simple way to add dynamic data to remote 

commerce transactions. Dynamic CVV2 is a digital version of CVV2 that changes at regular intervals, providing 
greater assurance that the account is in possession of the user. The Visa dCVV2 Authenticate service checks the 

dCVV2 code during authorization processing and forwards the result (pass/fail) to the issuer or responds to the 
acquirer on the issuer’s behalf.  Visa dCVV2 Generate provides a cost-effective way for issuers to make dCVV2 

codes available to their cardholders via a mobile banking, SMS, or standalone mobile app. 
Learn more

Best Practices and Security Alerts

Client Education – Visa provides ongoing education that helps clients stay informed on changing trends in 
security and how to respond effectively to protect themselves. We help ecosystem players proactively manage 

risk through education on security trends and training on threat response and prevention.

Learn more

Payment System Intelligence Security Alerts – delivers intelligence analysis and recommendations to issuers, 

acquirers and merchants of potential cybercrime threats, account compromises and fraud. In order to subscribe 
to the Visa Payment Systems Intelligence updates, please visit Visa Online, Latest Content Updates section, under 

“Manage Updates”, select Risk/More Risk/Payment Systems Intelligence and click “Subscribe”.

Subscribe Learn more

Consumer Education Campaigns – improving security, Visa is continually developing new platforms and 

improves communication tools and channels to raise awareness and systematic education of consumers on 
security payments. Visa in partnership with Clients and Governments Entities periodically organizing awareness 

campaigns on the financial security. For more details, please contact your Visa Risk Manager.                                
Learn more
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• Visa Identity Solutions: https://usa.visa.com/products/advanced-identity-score.html

• Payment Systems Intelligence Reports: https://secure.visaonline.com/SitePages/Content.aspx?pageid=6.5.1.2.0

• For more information on Social engineering and phishing scams, visit the National Cyber Security Alliance at 

http://www.staysafeonline.org/ and Visa.com website  

• Learn how to recognize the signs of a phish attack and how to respond

• Learn how to avoid Social Engineering and Phishing Attacks from Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency

Resources
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yyUJYCRsbNc
https://developer.visa.com/capabilities/vctc
https://developer.visa.com/capabilities/visa-dcvv2-generate
https://www.visauniversity.com/en/topics/fraud
https://secure.visaonline.com/SitePages/Subscription.aspx
https://secure.visaonline.com/SitePages/Subscription.aspx
https://secure.visaonline.com/SitePages/Content.aspx?pageid=6.5.1.2.0
https://usa.visa.com/pay-with-visa/shopping-online.html
https://usa.visa.com/products/advanced-identity-score.html
https://secure.visaonline.com/SitePages/Content.aspx?pageid=6.5.1.2.0
http://www.staysafeonline.org/
https://usa.visa.com/support/consumer/security/social-engineering-article.html
https://www.csa.gov.sg/gosafeonline/go-safe-for-me/homeinternetusers/spot-signs-of-phishing
https://us-cert.cisa.gov/ncas/tips/ST04-014

